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Delivering luxury door hardware for high-end residential, commercial and yacht projects for 30 years, 
Turnstyle Designs was founded by Steve Roberts in 1992. Steve and his wife Christina work collaboratively 
to design some of the worlds most innovative decorative hardware, using a broad palette of materials and 

finishes including, brass, leather and Amalfine™. 

From hand stitched leather to individually hammered door hardware, attention to detail is found in every 
product made. Turnstyle is proudly British made and manufactured in the beautiful Devon countryside.

With multiple product combinations and flexibility to allow customisation, there is something for everyone. 
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March 2016; Turnstyle Designs sees the addition of “Shagreen” to their Scroll furniture 

hardware collection, previously only available in solid metal or a Leather wrapped / 

metal combinations.

Managing Director and designer Steve Roberts said “More and more of our clients

are looking to upscale their existing furniture or kitchen cabinets. The Shagreen scroll 

not only adds colour and texture to your cabinetry but is also very practical,

having solid bases for covering pre-existing holes.” Turnstyle Designs offer, 7

Amalfine and 7 diverse metal finishes, giving you 49 finish options, enough to

coordinate with any wood or paint finish.

Available in lengths of 101mm, 155mm and 196mm Steve continues “As a design led 

company we combine materials, textures and finishes to produce beautifully made 

hardware that adds the finer details to your project ”

Shagreen - Shagreen is now commonly made of the skins of sharks and rays .

Turnstyle Design’s environmentally friendly version is a cast from the skin of a

stingray and reproduced using their Amalfine™ composite.
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